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Abstract 

Arising from the metaphor and methods of the design and engineering 
fields, design experiment is a methodology whereby an artifact or intervention 
is designed based on a known theory with the goal of improving the artifact 
or intervention thrqugh the inquiry. Experimental design, on the other hand, 
refers to an investigative method in which variability in the experimental sub
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42 Chang 

jects or objects are compared. In developing a methodology to investigate if 
Geographic Information System (GIS) use with the problem based learning 
(PBL) approach will result in higher order learning outcomes, the concepts 
of design experiment or design-based research (DBR) and experimental de
sign were considered. A combination of both approaches was adapted into 
a hybrid methodology that draws on the benefits of these two approaches to 
address the research question raised. In particular, experimental design was 
used in combination with microethnography to inform the design process of 
this study. The experimental design part of the study found that GIS use with 
PBL resulted in higher order cognitive skills use, such as applying and evalu
ating, while the use of recall reduced. Studying the preliminary results of the 
microethnography showed that the affordances of the GIS technology such as 
spatial analysis tools helped students develop cognitive skills of analysis and 
evaluation. While initial conception of the methodology was a hybrid of both 
experimental design and design experiment, the resultant methodology was 
primarily a DBR which addressed the process of learning and the way that 
learning is supported by GIS. A key outcome in this methodology evaluation 
process is the importance of having a practitioner on the research team. 

Keywords: GIS, PBL, design experiment 

Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to develop and evaluate the meth_o~?logy for 
investigating the use of GIS technology with problem-based learning (PBL) 
in secondary school geography education. Essentially, the research project 
examined how GIS was used as a tool in the PBL activity to produce types of 
learning outcomes that can be observed. Spatial analysis is a main hallmark of 
geography, and GIS has been an essential tool in performing spatial analysis 
over the past few decades. GIS is an "automated system for the capture, 
storage, retrieval, analysis, and display of spatial data" (Clarke, 1995, p. 13). 
Thus, GIS has emerged as a technology that supports the teaching and learning 
of geography. 

Although there is no question about the role of GIS as a technological tool 
that augments cognitive and social processes of understanding in geography, 
there is debate about the role and use ofdlsiil"i<:-i2 ~d.~~~tio~dBednarz, 
2001). Environmental Science Research Institute (ESRI), the leading GIS 
software developer, promotes GIS education in primary and secondary schools 
with special license options, teacher training, teaching aids, tutorials, lessons, 
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and exercises (Environmental Science Research Institute, 2006). Similarly 
in higher education, it has been debated why, how, what level/place in the 
curriculum, and what faculty department (geography or other) GIS is taught 
(Meyer, Butterick, Olkin, & Zack, 1999; Drennon, 2005). 

There is also debate about effective teaching of geography. PBL has 
been found to be an effective teaching strategy for geography in grades K-12 
(Bednarz & Audet, 1999; Bednarz, 2001) and at the university level (Bednarz, 
2000; Sproken-Srnith, 2005). Apart from an earlier study by Au:det & Abegg 
(1996), however, there has been little research on what and how learning has 
taken place with PBL using GIS - only course assessment feedback from 
students (Sproken-Smith, 2005) and self assessment against PBL criteria 
(Drennon, 2005) have been evaluated. Based on this understanding it is 
important to review the current resources in geography teaching and learning 
at the K-12 level, develop and implement PBL using GIS technology, and 
to evaluate what and how the actual learning has taken place through PBL 
acti~ities. The main aim of this paper is to develop a suitable methodology to 
ill~g~te the role of GIS use with PBL on learning outcomes. 

A previous empirical study ~n GIS use in Singapore employed a 
methodology that was quantitative in nature. The studies' primary focus was 
to answer the question of whether GIS was used in schools. While the results 
did not indicate widespread use of GIS, Yap, Xuan, Wettasinghe, and Tan 
(2004) concluded that: 

"the climate was right for GIS integration into the geography 
curriculum. Teachers were generally aware of the potential 
of GIS in enhancing the teaching and learning of the subject. 
However, efforts to use GIS in class had been hampered by 
the lack of GIS software and GIS-based resource packages 
as well as insufficient GIS training and exposure." 

The situation has improved since the last study and schools have ap
proached the educators at National Institute of Education (NIE) to help craft 
meaningful learning activities with GIS. This provided the opportunity for 
education researchers to investigate how GIS is used as a tool in the learning 
activity in order to understand how GIS actually helps students attain higher 
proficiencies oflearning outcomes. Apart from assessing if GIS results in higher 
order learning outcomes, an investigation on the process of how GIS helps 
st_udents with their learning;lill allow the autliors to provl.de recomillendations 
for future GIS learning. activities hased on empirical findings. 
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Proposed Methodology 

A common complaint against education researchers, practitioners, and 
policy makers has been that the findings that have arisen from educational 
research have little or no impact on practice, or even on the discourse of the 
said practice (Lagemann, 2002; Haertel & Means, 2003). This is due to the . 
generally weak external validity in studies of student learning, hence the lack 
of generalizability in. the result~ . The authors argue that student learning exists 
In the real world and not in a laboratory. While conditions are easily replicated 
in the laboratory, learning depends on the context in which it occurs, hence the 
difficulty in establishing external validit)i. 

A need to develop a methodology to research educational issues which 
will consequently improve practice exists. DBR studies a range of typical 
learning settings by introducing evocative, theory-influenced designs as the 
intervention strategy. In turn, the intervention is studied using both qualitative 
and quantitative methods to explore implications for new theories and prac
tices of teaching, learning, and schooling (Dede, 2005). Unlike experimental 
design, which tests hypotheses based on some known theory, the hypothesis 
in a DBR evolve with the implementation of the intervention designed. Im
plicit in the title of this paper is the apparent dichotomy between experimental 
design and design based research. This is not necessarily so. The authors do 
not suggest that DBR and experimental design are dichotomous. Hence, the 
deliberate use of a question rather than a statement in the paper's title. Indeed, 
we are arguing for a design based approach which incorporates experimental 
design as a component in the research-design process. 

Positivist quantitative methods are prized for the external validity or 
generalizability of an experimental intervention across sites and situations. 
Qualitative approaches are generally thought to be useful for examining im
pact at a single site, but in considerable depth often providing insight into 
the processes. DBR usually employs "a more nuanced, mixed-methods view 
of quantitative and qualitative analytics" in that the approaches are seen as a 
means to an end (Dede, 2005, p. 346). Indeed, our study proposes that while 
DBR allows the authors to draw up an overall methodology to understand GIS 
use in geographic education in a single site, an experimental design method 
can be used to assess the hypothesis so designed by the DBR itself. 

In this study, GIS is used as a tool for students conducting PBL ac
tivities. Based on Bednarz's (2001) assertion that GIS use with PBL is an 
effective teaching strategy, ~e initial ~ypothesis formulated is that GIS as a 
technological tool provides certain affordances that will aid student learning. 
Indeed, the research question is: "Do students attain higher order learning 
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outcomes when using both GIS and PBL ?" Instead of going into a classroom 
that has been using GIS and PBL, where such a classroom is still hard to find 
~n Singapore, the DBR approach has been adopted initially to design a study 
t~at uses both GIS and PBL as intervention strategies. One of the hallmarks of 
DB"i~. is the involvement of practitioners in the research process so that their 
concerns are represented and addressed by the researchers. Indeed, Shavelson, 
Phillips, Towne, and Feuer (2003) propose that the: 

"strengths of design studies lie in testing theories in the cru
cible of practice; in working collegially with practitioners, 
co-constructing knowledge; in confronting everyday class
room, school, and community problems that influence teach
ing and learning and adapting instruction to these conditions; 
in recognizing the limits of theory; and in capturing the spe
cifics of practice and the potential advantages from iterative
ly adapting and sharpening theory in its context" (p. 25). 

In this case, we have worked closely with the teacher in coming up with 
the design of the learning activities within a classroom situation - the "cru
cible of practice." 

DBR allows a design focus and the evaluation of critical design ele
ments which would bring about refinement in the learning process (Collins, 
Joseph, & Bielaczyc, 2004). Design based research is based firmly on previ
ous research and theory applied to educational settings. It attempts to describe 
the process of learning in "complex, messy classrooms and schools," test and 
build theories of teaching and learning, and create "instructional tools" that 
endure the "challenges of everyday practice" (Shavelson et al. , 2003, p. 25) 
and to continuously refine these theories (Edelson, 2002) . In fact, the design 
of the intervention is based on "established theory [that] may provide-insights 
that reflect on, shape, or create established theory" (Gor~d, .Roberts, & Tay
lor, 2004, p. 578). Indeed, the outcome ofDBR should lead to "sharable theo
ries that help communicate relevant implications to practitioners and other 
educational designers" (Design-Based Research Collective, 2003, p. 5). In 
terms of the method of evaluation, ethnography describes how a design plays 
out in educational practice "and how social and contextuai variables interact 
with cognitive variables" while qu'antitative methods can be used to evaluate 
the effects of independent variables on the dependent variables. The purposes 
of DBR are to generalize the finding~)n an educational setting, -and to guide 
the. design process (Collins et al., 2004). in oth~r words, it is an iterative pro
ce~s to refine the design of the learning activity. The choice of DBR as the 
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initial methodology to study the use of GIS in Singapore's classrooms is based 

on the understanding that GIS as a technological tool provides certain affor

dances that aid students' learning. Essentially, the problem that arises from 

this assumption was "How do these affordances result in better learning?" 

Thus, the proposed methodology aims to address both the presence of and the 

process leading to the observed learning outcomes when GIS is used. 

The DBR for this inquiry has been implemented as follows: 

Stage 1: Set up the problem scope and GIS learning environ

ment, and develop problem themes and PBL activities. To 

implement PBL, the focus was not on how to use GIS tech

nology, but to develop good problem themes. Therefore, the 

first stage of this study reviewed the current practice of GIS 

education in schools and developed various problem themes 

in line with the new Singapore Ministry of Education (MOE) 

geography syllabus that covers various aspects of geograph

ic knowledge and skills including basic geographic concepts 

and skills, physical and human geography topics, spatial pat

terns, relationships, and interactions. Some of the problem 

themes were fully developed with more direct instructions 

and guidance as to how to approach the problem and how 

to use GIS tools and functions to address the problem and 

present solutions. 

Apart from the fully developed or directed PBL activities, some undi

rected PBL activities were included and students were provided only with 

a problem theme and an issue to be addressed or solved. It was up to the 

students to apply their knowledge and skills to attend to the problem and pro

vide solutions. These undirected problem themes were utilized following the 

directed problem-solving activities. 

One of the major constraints for the success of a GIS-based PBL activity 

was the availability of geographic datasets. Without relevant datasets it would 

be difficult or even impossible to conduct a GIS-based PBL activity. There

fore, while developing PBL themes or activities, the relevant geographic data

sets were also designed. Some geographic datasets or satellite imagery had to 

be purchased as well. While implementing PBL activities in schools, however, 

instead of offering students geographic datasets, they were asked to identify 

and explore possible datasets that were required to address the problem and to 

look for the sources of datasets. 
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Communication with the school and the relevant teachers was also con
ducted in Stage 1 to establish a GIS-based learning environment and to select 
students for the implementation of the PBL strategies. One secondary school 
was selected for this purpose_, One group of students was selected between 
July and September 2007 and one group of students was selected between 
February and April2008. A description of the selection of the school and stu
dents is provided in a later section of this paper. All PBL themes and activities 
were developed before administering the intervention. 

Stage 2: Intervention. At this stage the intervention was test
ed. In this first iteration, both a quasi-experimental design 
and rnicroethnography were used to evaluate the intervention 
strategy. The control group was given the same activities as 
the experimental group except that the experimental group 
was taught to use GIS tools to solve the problems posed. 

Three· PBL activities were developed in Stage 1 and 
implemented. The first was a fully scaffolded activity. Sec
ond, a serni-scaffolded activity< was implemented and finally 
a non-s~affolded PBL project was implemented. By the third 
activity students were provided with a problem of geograph
ic content and were asked to solve the problem by using all 
their skills and knowledge in a more comprehensive way. 
They were to work in pairs to conduct background research, 
identify and collect datasets, analyze the problem, and pres
ent their solutions. Only the experimental group used GIS 
technologies. Students were working independently and di
rection/supervision from the teacher was only offered when 
required. 

Essentially, the learning artifacts were used as evidence for learning 
when the results were compared before and after the introduction of GIS with 
PBL. The methods to examine this are described in the following sections. 

Stage 3: Go back to Stage 1. The results of the first two stag
es were evaluated and used for the next iteration of the three 
stages in the next phase of the study. Conceptually, the first 
two stages were repeated until the GIS activity for learn
ing was improved to the r~searchers' satisfaction. Shavelson 
et al. (2003) propose that DBRs "are iterative in that they 
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involve tightly linked design-analysis-redesign cycles that 
move toward both learning and activity or artifact improve
ment" (p. 26). 

From this DBR perspective, two research questions arose: 

1. Does the use of GIS within a PBL framework result in 
higher order learning outcomes? 

2. How does the use of GIS within a PBL framework pro
vide opportunities for students to achieve higher order 
learning outcomes? 

The first question (a "Does it?" question) required some measurement 
of success while the second question (a "How does it?' ' question) required 
some documentation of the process through which the success was attain~d. 
In fact, the first question was binary in nature such that the hypothesis that GIS 
use within a PBL framework resulted in higher order learning outcomes was 
tested. To test this, a quasi-experimental design was used. 

Experimental Design to Answer the "Does it?" Question 

A common tool in testing hypotheses involving a treatment to the test 
subjects is experimental design. Experimental designs are often considered as 
one of the most "rigorous" methods in research designs as they often achieve 
internal validity when well designed. The key idea behind this approach is 
to employ statistical methods to determine the difference between the vari
ability among subjects treated differently and the y_a_rj.ab~p.ty among subjects 
treated equally (Bowerman & O'Connell, 1990). In experimental design, the 
dependent variable is also called the response variable and the independent 
variables are called factors . The different levels of each factor are called treat
ments. The experimental design approach compares and estimates the effects 
of different treatments on the response variable (Bowerman & O'Connell, 
1990). In experimental design there is a need to determine if the intervention 
of GIS will indeed result in different learning outcomes. This should be tested 
independently of the variation in the learning outcomes between two groups 
of similar treatment. 

In order to answer the first research question, a quantitative approach in 
which a quasi-experimental design was used. The response variable was the 
learning outcomes. This was measured by quantifying test scores for items 
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testing different learning outcomes. In the implementation, the factor of GIS 

use was tested. In terms of factors, ~wo groups were created. The control 

group refers to the cohort of students at the selected school in 2007 . They 

used PBL but not GIS. The experimental group was the cohort of students 

at the same school in 2008. They used both PBL and GIS. The groups were 

compared against two levels of treatment - pre and post PBL implementa

tion. Assessment of the level of learning outcome for the pre-implementation 

was through a diagnostic test given at the beginning of each semester. For 

the implementation treatment, the assessment was based on coding the levels 

of learning outcome through the learning artifacts (i.e., the students' project 

reports) (Table 1). 

Both the experimental and control groups were given a pre-test at the 

beginning of their lessons to assess their prior knowledge and learning ability 

in order to identify and minimize the assignment bias. At the conclusion 

of the experiment, both groups were evaluated for their learning outcomes 

by completing a post-test. In order to determine whether any significant 

difference existed between the two groups in terms of their learning outcomes 

after implementation, the results from both the pre-test and post-test were 

analyzed. 
How does one measure for higher levels of learning outcomes? If the 

goal of the learning activity is to enable and enhance learning, it must consider 

outcomes that range from plain fact memorization to deeper cognitive skills. 

The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Handbook I: Cognitive Domain 

(1956) presents a classification with which subject matter or content might be 

processed and aimed to help curriculum builders "specify objectives so that it 

becomes easier to plan learning experiences and prepare evaluation devices" 

Table l 

Quasi-exp e rimenta l design . 

Factor 
Treatment Control Group Experimental Group 

Learning outcomes Learning outcomes 
Pre-treatment with prior knowledge with prior knowledge 

Learning outcomes Learning outcomes 
Post-treatment with PBL with PBL & GIS 
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(Bloom, 1956, p. 2). While Bloom's (1956) taxonomy has been generally 
accepted in the education research arena for close to five decades, there have 
been numerous critiques and proposed revisions. Krathwohl's (2002) revision 
of Bloom's Taxonomy is one of the most recent. In essence, K.rathwohl (2002) 
proposed that Bloom's Taxonomy was confusing as the categories within the 
taxonomy referred to both types of knowledge as well as cognitive skills. His 
revision proposed a two dimensional treatment of the original categories that 
distinguished between cognitive skills and the types of knowledge. In this re
gard, the authors have chosen to focus on the cognitive skills as an indication 
of the changes brought about by GIS-PBL in the learning outcomes. 

The design was applied for the response variable of the levels of learning 
outcomes. A score was assigned to each observation for each category identi
fied below using Krathwohl's (2002) revision of Bloom's Taxonomy: 

1. Recall 
2. Understanding 
3. Applying 
4. Analyzing 
5. Evaluation 
6. Creating new knowledge or suggesting new ideas 

Note that the above categories increase in the level of cognitive ability. 
While there is some discussion in Krathwohl's (2002) revision of Bloom's 
Taxonomy on the types of knowledge, one example being that factual knowl
edge was different from procedural knowledge, the authors agree with Krath
wohl that while knowledge is still "used in general to mean many different 
ideas .... " and its focus is "on a student's learning at the end of an instructional 
sequence," it is unlike "recall" that considers the cognitive process at work 
(Krathwohl, 2002, p. 215). After deciding on a method of measurement, the 
next decision in the methodology process was the selection of the site and the 
participants. 

Selection of Site and Participants 

In terms of site selection, the authors chose the National University of 
Singapore High School of Mathematics and Science (called the NUS High 
School in short) as the experimental school. The subjects for this study were 
selected from a geography course called The Human Population Dynamics as 
a Secondary Three core subject. The aims of the course were to examine the 
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global distribution of population and to study the changing patterns of popula

tion distribution, growth, and age structures. The class of students who were 

enrolled in the course in 2007 was designated as the control group, and the 

class of students who were enrolled in the course in 2008 was designated as 

the experimental group. 

The control group had 8 girls and 17 boys, totaling 25 students. These 

students used PBL but not GIS technology during their study of the course. 

The experimental group had 9 girls and 15 boys, totaling 24 students. Stu

dents in the experimental group used both PEL and GIS technology during 

the course. A pre-treatment diagnostic test was administered to assess their 

prior knowledge and learning capabilities while their learning outcomes after 

the treatment were evaluated by completing an inquiry project relevant to the 

subject of their study. 

While the two classes were selected from two different years, both groups 

had similar demographic profiles. Both classes were composed of Secondary 

Three students with an average age of fourteen years. In particular, the same 

instructor taught both classes. The instructor, with a keen interest in GIS and 

some skills operating a GIS software program, had about two years of class 

experience teaching the course at the time of the study. The interest in GIS 

and the antecedent competence were important for the instructor to guide the 

students throughout the experiment. 

The Intervention Strategy 

In this study several PEL activities were developed and administered to 

students in the control and experimental groups. The first activity was devel

oped to analyze the population distribution and density of Canada with full 

scaffolding to guide the students on the approach to the problem and method 

to collect and analyze data so as to address the problem and suggest solutions. 

The main difference between the control and experimental groups was that 

the experimental group was guided using GIS to analyze the data and present 

results while the control group was left with the conventional approach of data 

analysis using tables and hardcopy maps to conduct their research. 

The second activity posed a problem on population migration in Singa

pore. As part of the scaffolding process, students in the experimental group 

received only some scaffolding on the use of GIS technology for their data 

analysis and presentation. Students were expected to work independently to 

identify data and find solutions for their problem which was similar to what 

the control group did. '---
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After completing the two activities described above students should have 
gained some experience in problem solving and with PBL in particular. In ad
dition, the experimental group learned how to use various GIS tools to assist 
them in their PBL activities. As a result, the third PBL activity presented 
students with an ill-structured problem relevant to the content of their study. 
They were asked to solve the problem using their knowledge and skills with 
the earlier scaffolding they received removed. The students worked in pairs to 
conduct the research. The process included background research, identifying 
and collecting datasets, analyzing the problem, and presenting their solutions 
to the population problems in Singapore with or without the use of GIS tech
nology. The findings were turned in as a written report which served as the 
learning artifacts. The reports were analyzed as the post-test findings . 

The effect of the intervention strategy was measured by comparing the 
results of the pre and post-treatments. The pre-intervention learning outcomes 
were measured through a diagnostic test given at the beginning of each se
mester. For the implementation treatment, the assessment was based on cod
ing the levels of learning outcomes through the learning artifacts (i.e., the 
students' project reports) . This measurement, however, only helps us answer 
the "Does it?" research question. In order to elucidate the learning process, 
another measurement of student learning apart from the quantitative method 
must be used. 

Microethnography to Answer the "How does it?" Question 

To answer the second research question, a qualitative approach was de
signed to collect data from the same subjects at the same site. A few methods 
to ensure triangulation of data were intended for use and included: 

1. Video record and observations of GIS/PBL activity 
2. Indepth interviews 
3. Student learning logs 
4. Student learning artifacts 

The intention was to use all the data types collected above. The authors, 
however, encountered difficulty in collecting all the data types and this is 
discussed in a later section of the paper. The collected data were coded for 
evidence of the same categories of learning outcomes similar to the quasi
experimental design. The analysis then focused on how GIS with PBL helps 
students achieve higher order learning outcomes. 
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Observations are a primary means for the researcher to collect informa

tion about the learners' behavior in the field . This is a means for the research

er to be "immersed" in the culture of a group in pure ethnographic studies. 

According to Creswell (1998), it is important to identify the site, gatekeep

ers and key informants, determine the role of the observer, and to design an 

observation protocol while planning observations. 

The site gatekeepers and key informants were decided and finally, the 

role of the observer and the design of the observation protocol were deter

mined. The researcher can either take on one of two roles: that of a completely 

passive observer or become completely immersed as a participant. In other 

words, the researcher's role is on a continuum ranging from being a complete 

outsider to a complete insider (Jorgensen, 1989). Certainly, a more realistic 

stance would be to be a participant observer of some sort. As for the observa

tion protocol, the observations were recorded on video and then transcribed. 

Using qualitative research software (Transana™), the transcribed data was 

then coded based on the learning outcomes discussed above. 

The interaction between interviewer and interviewee produces an ac

tive construction of their version of reality with regards to the person being 

interviewed and the context of the question (Silverman, 1993). It is through 

this interaction that it can be ensured that the collected data will provide an 

authentic insight into people's experiences. According to Silverman (1993), 

the main ways to achieve this are unstructured, open-ended interviews usually 

based on indepth prior participant observations. Interviews with students were 

scheduled to be conducted after the last session of the lesson observations and 

were tape recorded and later transcribed. Unfortunately, the interviews for this 

study were not conducted to our satisfaction. In fact, we were only able to so

licit responses indirectly through the open-ended questions in an administered 

questionnaire. Keeping in mind that these were still reflective of students' 

perceptions, these responses were used. 

In order to elucidate the process of learning and the role of GIS use, 

students' learning logs and learning artifacts were supposed to be examined 

to triangulate the findings from the observations and the interviews. However, 

only the learning artifacts were available for analysis as we failed to collect 

student logs. The aim of using these various qualitative methods was to con

struct an understanding of how GIS was used within the PBL framework to 

attain higher order learning outcomes. 

Indeed, the methodology developed in this research shares many com

mon elements with ethnbgraphic methods of inquiry in which the subjects .. 

and their behavior are observed by the researchers who were also participant 
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observers immersed in the activity itself (Creswell, 1998). It is very similar to 

educational ethnographic methodology which explores "rich, descriptive data 

about the contexts, activities, and beliefs of participants in educational settings. 

Typically, such data represent educational processes as they occur" (Goetz & 

LeCompte, 1984, p. 17). This study can be described as a rnicroethnography, 

which, in essence, is a type of educational ethnography (Creswell, 1998). 

Some Preliminary Findings to Evaluate the DBR 

At present, the quasi-experimental design part of the first phase of this 

research has been completed. As mentioned, some problems were encoun

tered with the rnicroethnographic part of the study to examine the process of 

student learning. These problems are discussed after some initial results from 

the quasi-experimental design are presented. 

Data was collected from the pre-treatment diagnostic test as well as the 

post-treatment project report assessment. The data was used to identify the 

causality between PBL-GIS treatment and the learning outcomes. Simultane

ously, data for the rnicroethnography were collected during the process of the 

three PBL activities; this data was collected from the students' as well as the 

researchers' perspectives through observation field notes in the form of audio 

and video recorded documents and through a student survey questionnaire. 

This type of data was used to answer the second research question on 'how 

the use of PBL-GIS has resulted in higher order learning outcomes,' if the first 

research question on 'whether the use of PBL-GIS has resulted in higher order 

learning outcomes' was answered positively. Otherwise, the data may also be 

useful to help explain why PBL-GIS failed to result in higher order learning 

outcomes. 
The results of the quasi-experimental design have been submitted in an

other paper to the Journal of Geography (Liu, Tao, Bui, Chang & Lossman, in 

press); the results found that there are significant improvements in the mean 

scores of the learning outcomes of 'analyze' and 'evaluate.' The study used a 

student t-test to analyze the data and report the difference between scores in 

the pre and post-treatment across the control and experimental groups. 

From the above results we concluded that there were significant (P < 

0.05) differences between the control and experimental groups in all six cat

egories of cognitive skills (Table 2). In summary, students in the control group 

who used PBL but not GIS technology used more recall and memorization 

skills which are lower level cognitive skills. They tended to show lots of facts, 

numbers, and data but the artifacts lacked analytical depth. Few evaluation 
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and critical discussions were observed from the students' project reports. On 

the other hand, the experimental group used more analytical and evaluation 

skills than the control group. Their project reports tended to focus more on 

the analysis of data and considered various contrasting factors with a critical 

approach to evaluate the factors . 

Therefore, in answering the research question "Does the use of PBL-GIS 

result in higher order learning outcomes?," we can be certain that it does. With 

the use of PBL-GIS, students demonstrated higher level cognitive learning 

skills especially analytical and evaluation over recall or memorization skills. 

In contrast, students who used only PBL but not GIS were less analytical 

than their counterparts who used GIS technology as well as PBL. Hence, GIS 

technology can be used as an effective pedagogical tool to develop students ' 

higher order cognitive learning skills. 

But the question of "How does it?" is still left unanswered up to this 

point. While the authors can now use the premise that causality exists be

tween the use of GIS with PBL and higher cognitive outcomes to inform the 

design of using GIS in classrooms, the authors have been unable to provide 

Table 2 

Independent samples t-test after PBL or PBL-GIS treatment. 

Learning Outcomes t-test results 

Recall t (47)- 9.623, p .000 

Understand t (4735.973) = -2.264, p = .030 

Apply t (46.051) = -2 .989, p = .004 

Analyze t (47) = -5.469, p = .000 

Evaluate t (34.172) = -6.906, p = .000 

Create t (47) = 9.623, p = .000 

(Source: Liu et al., in press). 
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any conclusive data due to logistical issues. In particular, the authors have not 
answered the question of "How does the use of GIS reduce recall and facilitate 
analysis and evaluation?" 

Through the process of data collection only the student artifacts and 
student perception data were successfully collected, and not without much 
difficulty. During the course of the data collection phase for the microethnog
raphy, there were a few sessions in which the computers failed to capture the 
required video observations. While we asked the teacher to help us to collect 
the student journals, there were many instances in which the student logs were 
incomplete or missing. We do, however, have a good set of student perception 
data in which two main questions in relation to the use of GIS for learning 
were asked. 

First, we asked the students to identify the types of skills GIS has helped 
them develop in completing the inquiry project. Among the responses were: 

1. Mapping as a skill for solving spatial problems 
2. GIS has helped me in spatial reasoning 
3. It has enabled me to do research more easily, using own 

resources 
4. Plotting graphs 

For instance, one student said that "GIS has also allowed me to learn 
how to observe and analyze spatial differences, and how to make use of this 
program to facilitate learning." Another student said that "GIS makes it easy 
for me to sort data on Singapore's population to better understand the popula
tion distribution in Singapore ... and what facilities should be present in each 
district to better support the population there." This is a clear indication that 
both students have used GIS for analysis and evaluation. This confirms the 
results from the quasi-experimental design. In fact, GIS facilitates analysis 
and evaluation as it has a "sorting" function. 

The second main question asked students to identify how GIS can be ap
plied to other areas of their study. Among the responses were: 

1. When applying it to other studies involving maps 
2. Improves computer skills 
3. Using it in Biology to graph and plot bio-populations 
4. Teachers can use it as an interactive teaching tool 
5. Transport planning 
6. Other research projects in school 
7. Water resource management 
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For example, one student stated that "Biology. We can see what biologi

cal changes in the environment will cause spatial distribution to change." This 

indicates that the student is able to apply the skills learned in geography to 

another subject. The key idea is that the student is able to identify the spatial 

element in the application and realizes that it can help them analyze and evalu

ate the changes in the environment that leads to changes in spatial distribution. 

Again, this confirms the findings in the quasi-experimental design that GIS 

supports analysis and evaluation as it provides tools for spatial analysis. 

Unfortunately, there were quite a number of null responses. Students 

either did not turn up or they did not respond to the questions. One learning 

point for the researchers was in the timing of the interviews. The interviews 

were not conducted immediately at the end of the sessions as planned because 

of the students' packed schedule. Instead, we were only able to administer a 

student perception questionnaire. A future improvement to the DBR will be 

to reconcile this issue. 
While further analysis on the existing but incomplete video footage can 

be carried out in the near future, the student perception responses have cor

roborated the findings of the quasi-experimental design results. This is en

couraging because some indications of answers to the "How does it?" ques

tion are provided. However, the methodology design of the study has been 

compromised due to the unexpected lack of quality in the data collected for 

the microethnography. One key recommendation arising from this problem is 

that the practitioner and the researcher should be the same person. Not only 

are the authors' observations limited to a short time frame, but many social 

processes may involve longer cycles not perceived by a short term visitor. 

Becoming a practitioner-researcher in the next iteration of the DBR will not 

only allow the person(s) to observe the learning processes in full, it will also 

potentially avoid the logistical issues faced in this study. Indeed, in a previous 

study by one of the authors (Chang, 2007), the problems in collecting data 

for the microethnography portion of the study were not encountered as the 

researcher was the practitioner and could monitor and control the collection 

of artifacts. Indeed, in "design-based research, practitioners and researchers 

work together to produce meaningful change in contexts of practice ... Such 

collaboration means that goals and design constraints are drawn from the lo

cal context as well as the researcher's agenda" (Design-Based Research Col

lective, 2003, p. 6). We argue that having the same person as the practitioner 

and researcher will produce an even more meaningful change in practice as 

the goals and constraints of DBR are fully informed both by practice and the 

researcher's agenda. This is not just incorporating the views of the practitioner 

but to include the practitioner as a member of the research team. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 

In an attempt to answer the questions of "Does it?" and "How does it?," 
a mixture of a commonly used quantitative method, experimental design, and 
a variant of a qualitative method, microethnography, were proposed within the 
framework of DBR. While only the preliminary results from the experimental 
design and the microethnography have been presented, the authors need to use 
these findings to design the next iteration of the DBR process. The Design
Based Research Collective (2003) suggested that DBR typically answers one 
of the following four types of research questions that deal with: 

1. the development of theories (or pro-theories) of 
learning 

2. the interactions of an intervention and the authentic 
setting 

3. how an intervention causes the desired outcomes 
4. how an intervention can be improved (p. 5) 

In this study, the two research questions posed earlier seek to address 
items two, three, and four in the list suggested by the Design-Based Research 
Collective (2003). Randolph (2008) proposed that the way research questions 
are designed is dependent on the nature of the research problem, the purposes 
and associated traditions of the research, and the state of previous research. 
The research problem in this case concerns the learning outcomes using GIS 
and PBL and the purpose of this research endeavor is to inform practitioners 
of ways to improve and enhance GIS use in classrooms. As a result, the ques
tions of "Does it?" and "How does it?" are important to consider. In addition, 
the lack of empirical research on the effects of GIS use on learning outcomes 
has resulted in the importance of asking the "Does it?" research question first. 
In this paper, not only have the authors answered the "Does it?'' question, the 
findings also indicate that the use of GIS has the most effect on analysis and 
evaluation skills. This is confirmed in part by the "How does it?'' question 
results. This facilitates the forming of new research sub-questions for future 
iteration of the DBR. Instead of asking the "Does it?" question again, there is 
a clear need to focus on the "How does it?'' question. 

Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer, and Schauble (2003) propose that DBR 
aims at developing theories about the learning process and the ways that are 
designed to support that learning. The process of learning includes knowledge 
and skills acquisition, "development of learning relevant social practices, and 
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even constructs, such as identity and interest" (Cobb et al., 2003 , p. 10). The 

ways that learning are supported include the affordances and constraints of 

material artifacts, teaching and learning practices, and any other form of me

diation, such as the "negotiation of domain specific norms - including what 

counts as a 'good,' scientific question in a classroom" (Cobb et al., 2003 , p. · 

10). In this paper, we argue that the process of learning GIS within a PBL 

context is aligned with the aims proposed by Cobb et al . (2003) for DBR. In 

particular, the "How does it?" question refers specifically to the way learning 

is carried out using affordances of the GIS technology encompassed within 

the PBL pedagogy. To answer the "How does it?" question would require the 

assumption that the "Does it?" question be answered in the positive. At the 

least, if the question of "Does it?" is answered negatively, the DBR requires 

the investigators-cum-designers to answer the "How does it not?" problem. In 

other words, both questions have to be answered in this case. Essentially, the 

methodology described is primarily a DBR rather than a hybrid mixture of 

DBR with experimental design as it needs to address the issue of designing a 

meaningful learning experience. 

In terms of measurement methods, Randolph (2008) suggests that in 

design experiments for educational technology research and development, a 

good mixture of quantitative and qualitative methods should be used. Indeed, 

this study uses the experimental design quantitative method approach together 

with the microethnographic (a variant of ethnography) qualitative method re

search approach, both of which are highly interventionist in nature. This is in 

accordance with the proposal by Cobb et al. (2003) that design experiments 

provide "a measure of control when compared with purely naturalistic in

vestigation" in that while carrying out the specified intervention strategy, the 

researcher is likely to experience the factors and constraints of the design and 

be able to improve the design as a result (p. 10). However, collected data is 

not exclusively used in only one of the two methods. In fact, the same piece 

of datum can be used to answer both questions. The mixture of data collection 

methods is used to primarily, answer both questions and second, to triangulate 

data for the qualitative approach to maintain reliability in the dataset. Indeed, 

Randolph (2008) argues that by combining these sources of data "one can 

cancel out the weakness of one technique by pairing it with a complementary 

technique. For example, the observation of behavior might be paired with in

terview that exposes the intentions behind those behaviours to gain a holistic 

picture of the cognitive and behavioral processes involved" (p. 79). Randolph 

(2008) further argues that the need for mixing approaches is required as differ

ent stages of research require different methods of investigation. The authors 
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argue that the apparent dichotomy in the title of this paper is false . Moreover, 
we argue that the entire process can be seen as part of the DBR approach. The 
two methods of data collection will inform the overall data analysis which 
will be crucial for the design experiment in hopes of improving the design and . 
evolving the theories about the use of GIS in learning geography. 

In addition to developing a mixture of qualitative and quantitative ap
proaches to study the use of GIS within a PBL framework, the entire method
ology is based on the concept of DBR which is to generalize the findings in an 
educational setting so as to guide the design process (Collins et al., 2004). In
stead of considering the research endeavor as a linear process, the concept of 
DBR requires iterations of the process in which design drives research which 
in turn drives design. It is on this idea that the methodology for this study has 
evolved. At the end of the first implementation of this study, the results have 
informed the improvement of the use of this design in its next iteration which 
provides a scope for further research and further refinement of the methodol
ogy, such as including the practitioner as a researcher. 
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